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Swallow: A Review of Some Current Poetry

A REVIEW OF SOME CURRENT POETRY
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During the war we have come to see the loss of nearly every small press
devoted to the publication of poetry. The Cummington .,Press of Cummington,
Massachusetts, is almost the sole representative left to carry on the work, and in
most ways it carries on worthily. Its selection has been narroweF than one might
wish CQuld be presented, but it has done as much as one could expect of one
press. . And the printing and format have been first class, in the tradition of pne
.press work.
One of the best books from the Cummington Press is The Wedge by William
Carlos Williams. The Wedge has no work different in manner or conception from
former work by Williams, but the book contains some of his finest poems-"Paterson: The Falls," "To All Gentleness," "The Semblables," "The Clouds," and some
shorter pieces. This is an. important matter, for Williams is probably the best
experimental poet in the country today.~ The book, though unusual in size, is
delightfully printed and adapted to Williams' work.
Finely printed, als<?, is Allen Tate's The Winter Sea. It is good to see Tate
writing poetry again after an apparent lapse of some years. I don't think any of
these poem"S quite so fine as Tate's best. Two of the longer pieces, especially,
"Seasons of the Soul" and "Ode to Our Young Proconsuls ot the Air," seem
awkward and cramped. And the ode is a little silly, in places, in its attitudes
toward the war and patriotism; and for Tate to try to' sound like Drayton, as one
person remarked to me, is strange indeed. I think he will want to bury that poem
soon. But some of the other pieces, "]ubilo," numbers II and IV of "More Sonnets at Christmas," and parts of the poem to Yeats and of "The Trout Map,"
are the masterful Tate again.
Recently has been growing a great fad for various flirtations with mysticism,
, from a "Catholicism" which I imagine the Roman church would consider askan'te,
to the dark, brooding Norse. It has led, on the credit side, to some attempts to
treat experience as a sensible, partially intellectual thing; to some fine poems of
criticism of contemporary civilization; and to a few fine poems of religious experience and on religious themes. On the debit side there are at least a great deal
of faddism, some loose talk of philosophy and theology which can't be" checked
on easily because the stuff is claimed to be outside rational consideration, and
some dangerous biology of a downright fascist sort. The believer, if he is kind,
is likely to retort that since I write in a very short space I have oversimplified and
have either misstated or pointed up some contradictions which are resolved in the
mystical position. As a non-believer, I can only request, in reply, that the whole
bu~iness be put on intelligible grounds.
.
The next four hooks for consideration belong in this religious J;evival, as it
might be called. I frankly don't know what to make of Robert Lewell'sfirst bOOK.:
One recognizes Tate's doctrine of tensions, warped by a fanatical fervor. At time"
in passages, the effect is powerful, as if the poetry for the moment got going on
even keel; and for that one reads with respect and interest. But for the rest, one
feels at se~ in a keel emaciated by the tooth of the rat who gnaws, is recognized,
but is never killed. The Phoenix and the Tortoise I like better than Rexroth'~
former work. The translations and adaptations are on the whole interesting; the
thirty-seven short poems are poor, with a couple of exceptions. But the long title
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poem is one of the best of the new mystical poems; as a work which carries one
·step by step, concretely and vividly,· in its~ent toward mysticism, it is one of
the best poems of its' kind that I know. The Golden Mirror is the first book by
Marya Zaturenska whi<;h I have had for review and public comment. I approached
~t with some misgiving, for I have never been able to understand why she received
the critical esteem she . .has had. Mter reading this last book, I still don't understand. To me the work is, with rather few exceptions, ,vague and romantically
diffuse, sometimes vacuous. I quote, as evidence, an opening stanza which is not
uncharacteristic, from a poem entitled "SiJent Pursuit":
Light fingers to their lips the ·flying hours,
Whisper "adieu, adieu." Silence alone pursues;Pursues alone .your singing, dancing hours .
That fly like childhood's dream, dissolve like morning dew.
Thomas Merton is a Trappist monk and is more soundly at home in religious
experience than most of the recent religious poets. He writes, however, on the
one hand as if an imagistic poem of God's world were enough to ,demonstrate
God's splendor, and op the other· hand as if to find God in "The Sponge Full of
Vinegar" or in "the shocks of wheat" which "preach and say prayers" were enough
to make a poem.
One can't help being i~patient and exasperated by Oscar Williams' latest
anthology of New Poems. A number. of the poe~ are not new at all but were first
published several years ago. Pretending to be catholic and "a rounded selection
of the best modem v.~rse concerned with Rresent day realities," as the jacket says,
the book is actually extremely narrow where the editor's taste is definitely shown.
The method of making the anthology seems to have been to select a considerable
number of the obvious poets to include-Aftden, Bishop, Bogan, Cummings, Frost,
Garrigue~ Moore, Spender, Stevens, Tate, Van Doren, Warren-and -to include
something of theirs ev:en if it. is necessary to go back a few years for the poems.
The poets whom Williams pushes forward but who are not recognized elsewhere (a
crucial test for an anthologist) are very much ofa piece and display the pain£~
throes of the directionless "modem:' Yet in the book, with such talent represented,
are a large number of very interesting to very fine poems. And the section of poems
by members of the armed forces is especially interesting, since Williams has there
achieved more catholicism of selection than in the first part. (As an aside to Williams and other anthologists, I should like to suggest that anthologists shouldn't
mark off the work of people in the armed forces. Civilians have written some of
the best poems about the war; our soldiers are, in the vast majority, civilian-soldiers
who do not think much differently from civilians and who are just as likely as
others to write poems about matters not directly concerned with the war; realis-'
tic. images and experiepces of the war are readily available to the servicCIJlan, but
not on an exclusive basis, and they are not the fundamental criterion of a poem;
finally, the effects and the ,ideas of the war are 'observable to anyone who cares
to observe them. What is a war poem, anyway? Several poets in the service have
asked me that question.)
Of the new Five Y"Oung American Poets the most interesting, and' perhaps the
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only really interesting one, is Jean Garrigue. Eve Merriam has done a group'of
poems about the wari they are essentially notes for poems, frequently observed
in an entertaining manner, but still with t;he character of fragments of observation.
The>work of John Frederick Nims consists, apparently, of all the strained ~d supposedly"shock" images he can think Ofi there is a piece entitled "~oem for Your
Eye, Dante" and certain attitudes or correctives taken toward such phenomena
as the penny arca4e, the poolroom, the magazine stand, the mpvie, the elevated,
and the dice-girl. Tennessee Williams is the bohemian left ove~ when Greenwich
Village and the Fren..ch Quarter became the haunts of tourists. Alejandro Carrion
of .Ecuador is a more' serious poet, but the English translations, at least, seem to
parody the characteristics we have come to associate WIt Latin-American verse.
J~an Garrigue reminds me much of Sherwood Anderso . she seeks continu~Yt
WIth shrewd and open eyes, but she never finds. Her
ages are tremendoUsly
evocative and work with a fine sensibility, and there she usually drops the poem.
Within that limitation, which is mainly intellectual, she is very fine indeed.
The next four books are all worthwhile collections. Eberhart is a good, even
provocative, poeti but he never reaches the finest quality, partly because the poems
have the air that they were written as if the author were cutting a tree, bludgeoni~
stroke after stroke.· The three poems by Fred Marnau, Wrey Gardiner, and Nicholas Moore are each long pieces with several parts, making a sizable booklet. All
are interesting and exhibit quite well what a group in England is doing, a group
in this country. Alberti is in this
pamphlet
for which we have no exact counterpart
.
.
given a considerable selection of poems. I don't know what the originals are, but
the English poems are sprawling; yet they are a long way from the directness of
folk poetry. The Spanish-speaking poets so often have seemed to write from a
sort of purgatory between organizing experience and surrendering to it. Alberti
is a prime and gifted example. Gogarty's book is presented in a fine printing by .
the Prairie Press. The work is evidently intended to be casual and charming, and
in that it succeeds well. His poem to Yeats is easily' the most unportant poem in
the book, and it is a good one.
I must comment most briefly on the remaining ten books.' George Abbe's
volume was disappointing; he apparently fhose his poems too uncritically and was
too eager to write poems about the ordinary experiences of the war. The poems
maInly are hasty and loose, not Abbe at his best. Dick Roberts writes more closely
imitative of the Whitman manner than any other poet I know; it is worthy work
of its kind. Edith Lovejoy Pierce has written a number of poems of real quality;
in her first collection they are scattered among many poems which do not show
her true power. Jesse Stuart's Album of Destiny. like his earlier volume of poems,
is bulky with hundreds of poems; I don't know whether there are any fine ones, for
after reading a couple of hundred poems I got tired looking; probably Stuart ought
not to tty to write poetry. Ralph Gustafson displays little besides the mannerisms
of a contemporary poet. Next to Ted Olson's, Carolyn Wilson Link's book is the
best yet issued by the League to Support Poetry. She is at her best in poems of
what one might call "romantic memory." Spring Is Tomorrow is a finely printed
book of very slight poems, some of them fairly successful but none outstanding.
A similar comment may be made about Mary Eli1lbeth Smith's This I 00er except
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that a few of-her poems achieve a rather fine epigrammatic flavor. Island Attitudel
I take it, is Christopher Bloom's first small collection. The four shorter poems
in the middle of the pamphlet seem to me quite good for a youthful poet and to
show talent of promise. Two Moods of Minnesong contains a verse translation of
two medieval Gef!Ilan works, the first part of Gottfried von Strassburg'S Tristan and
Isolde (telling the events up to the ,birth of Tristan) and the complete Poem of
Hapless Henry by Hartmann von Aue. The translation s~ems workmanlike but
not particularly distinguished. I doubt that ever will be realized the hope expressed
in the preface, that -such timeless w6rk of the giants of early Germanic lit~ture
will break the present monopoly of Foetry by "pseudo-intellectual 'gongorists~·" and
the ','self-appointed traffickers in the arts, who crook the knee to falser gods than
Mammon:'
ALAN
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